48th EMWA Conference Programme Review

Details of registration, ESF and workshop fees will be available when the conference programme is launched online.

Tuesday 7th May

Morning
- XHYOG  07:00 - 07:30  Easy Morning Yoga Session
- SAEVI  07:45 - 08:25  English Breakfast Session 1

EPWP Workshops
- OSF34  08:45 - 12:15  Oyster Medicinal Drug Products [Updated workshop]
- OSF36  08:45 - 17:30  Clinical Study Reports – Mastering the Essential Skills [Double Workshop – runs morning and afternoon]
- OSF37  08:45 - 11:45  Patient Data Protection in the Clinical Trial Disclosure Era: Compliance with Data Policy [Updated]
- PT0A  08:45 - 12:15  Scheduling and Preparing Proposals: The Clinical Study Protocol and Review
- NCF68  08:45 - 12:15  From Clinical Study Report to Manuscript
- DSA28  08:45 - 12:15  The Investigational Medicinal Product Dossier: Gateway to Introducing New Drugs in the European Union.
- NCE8  08:45 - 12:15  The Value Story and the Global Value Dossier
- DSA5  08:45 - 12:15  The CDE Overview
- NDA2  08:45 - 12:15  Writing Clinical Evaluation Reports [Updated workshop]
- NSF4  08:45 - 11:45  Why do Drugs and Medicines Have Adverse Effects?

Afternoon
- 12:45 - 13:10  Presidencies Overview

EPWP Workshops
- PT0A6  13:30 - 17:30  Building Medical Writing Teams
- OSF36  13:30 - 17:30  An Introduction to Clinical Trial Disclosure – the Regulatory Requirements, Industry Commitments, and Protection of Data Privacy and Company Confidential Information
- OSF31a  13:30 - 17:30  Subject Narratives for Medical Study Reports
- LW15  13:30 - 17:30  Using Readability Tools to Help Edit Biomedical Research Articles
- PT0A2  13:30 - 17:30  Interpersonal Skills for Medical Writers
- PT0A  13:30 - 17:30  Six-Move-with-Less-Faster – Project Management for Biomedical Communications
- NCF16  13:30 - 17:30  Publication Ethics
- LWA2  13:30 - 17:30  Master Class: Taxonomic Analysis of Medical Writing
- NDA1  13:30 - 17:30  Literature Reviews for Medical Devices

ZSAH  17:15 - 19:15  Annual Meeting

Thursday 9th May

Morning
- XHYOG  07:00 - 07:30  Easy Morning Yoga Session
- SAEVI  07:45 - 08:25  English Breakfast Session 2
- ESU3  08:45 - 12:15  Expert Seminar Series [ESU] Session 2: Pharmacovigilance, Health Technology Assessment

EPWP Workshops
- OSF41  08:45 - 12:15  Writing a Clinical Study Protocol [New workshop]
- OSF16A  08:45 - 12:15  Writing Development Safety Update Reports [Updated workshop]
- NCEA2  08:45 - 12:15  Systematic Reviews
- LW17F-LH  08:45 - 17:30  Editing and Proofreading Essentials [Double Workshop – runs morning and afternoon]

Afternoon
- SAEVI/OSF  12:30 - 13:30  Updates from the Special Interest Group on Regulatory Public Disclosure

EPWP Workshops
- PT0A1  13:30 - 17:30  Basics of Medical Statistics for Medical Writers Part 1 (New workshop)
- OSF27  13:30 - 17:30  Writing the Investigator’s Brochure
- DSA9  13:30 - 17:30  Writing Global Submission Dossiers using the Common Technical Document
- NDA2  13:30 - 17:30  Going from Pharma to Medical Device

FA 17:15 - 19:00  Freelance Business Forum

Friday 10th May

Morning
- XHYOG  07:00 - 07:30  Easy Morning Yoga Session
- SAEVI  07:45 - 08:25  English Breakfast Session 3
- ESU3  08:45 - 12:15  Expert Seminar Series [ESU] Session 3: Medical Devices

EPWP Workshops
- NCE78  08:45 - 11:45  Targeting your Audience
- LW9  08:45 - 12:15  Sharpening Your Writing Skills
- OSF27  08:45 - 11:45  Introduction to Pharmacokinetics
- LW9  08:45 - 11:45  Summarising
- OSF39  08:45 - 11:45  An Overview of Healthy Volunteer Studies
- NSF3  08:45 - 11:45  Basics of Epidemiology for Medical Communications
- OSF36  08:45 - 12:15  CORE Reference - Clarity and Expression in Reporting: EU-based
- OSF10  08:45 - 12:15  Addressing Safety in Clinical Study Protocols [New workshop]
- DSA9a  08:45 - 12:15  Introduction to the Pandemic Investigator’s Re-Application

NCE7  12:30 - 12:45  Writing Lay Language Summaries of Study Results according to EU Regulation

Afternoon
- 12:30 - 16:45  Expert Seminar Series [ESU] Session 4: Regulatory

EPWP Workshops
- NCE82  13:30 - 16:30  Grant Writing
- NCE83  13:30 - 16:30  Creating an Impact with Posters
- OSF30  13:30 - 16:30  Introduction to Pharmacokinetics
- OSF35  13:30 - 17:30  Introduction to Writing about Efficacy
- PT0A  13:30 - 16:30  Medical Writing and Quality Control: Clinical Study Reports
- LWA26  13:30 - 17:30  MedicalWriter – The Medical Journal Article: Section Specific Distinctions
- OSF24  13:30 - 17:30  Medical Writing for Non-interventional and Observational Studies
- NCE71a  13:30 - 17:30  Using Writing Guidelines
- DSA9a  13:30 - 17:30  Writing Global Submission Dossiers using the Common Technical Document

Saturday 11th May

Morning
- XHYOG  07:00 - 07:30  Easy Morning Yoga Session
- SAEVJ  08:45 - 11:45  How Mindfulness Can Improve Your Medical Writing (and Your Life!)
- DSA9a  08:00 - 12:00  Introduction to Medical Writing

EPWP Workshops
- PT0A1  08:45 - 11:45  An Introduction to Marketing for Medical Writers
- DSA9a  08:45 - 11:45  The Investigator’s Brochure
- PT0A1  08:45 - 11:45  Critical Appraisal of Medical Literature
- NSF12  08:45 - 12:15  Bacterial Infections: A Guide for Regulatory Writers
- LWA5b  08:45 - 12:15  Master Class: Editing English Texts Originating from Non-native Speakers
- NSF7  08:45 - 12:15  Fundamentals of Immunology
- DSA24a  08:45 - 12:15  Clinical Study Reports in Oncology

WPWP workshops programme codes
- OSF Drug development - foundation
- OSF Drug development - advanced
- LWA Language and writing - foundation
- LWA Language and writing - advanced
- NSF Medical communications - foundation
- NSF Medical communications - advanced
- NCEA Medical publications - foundation
- NDA Medical devices - foundation
- NSF Medical science - foundation
- PTE Professional techniques - foundation
- PTA Professional techniques - advanced

If you attend EPWP workshops and successfully complete the assignments before and after the workshop, you can gain EPWP credits. Credits can be accumulated towards an EMWA certificate, which shows your commitment to learning and professional development. For more details about earning credits for workshops and gaining EMWA certificate, see the EPWP brochure (http://files.europe.emwa.org/workshops/EPWP2013brochure.php).